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By Charles Denby, Editor

Reuther, Reutherites and Workers
Walter Reuther announced, a year ahead of time, to the Big
Three auto companies that he would like to begin discussions on
the 1964 contract. No worker has ever heard of contract discussions that far in advance, but the criticism and complete rejection
of this present contract by the auto workers is what is forcing
Reuther .to ask for contract discussion at this early stage.
Many local union elections will take place in May and June
of this year and, as many production workers have stated, those
who are in leadership of/the unions and are supporters of Reuther
have run out of programs and promises. If Reuther can start
talking now on the '64 contract, his bureaucrats and supporters
will have some promises to propagandize with to try to get elected.
One worker said that the Reutherites are a sad bunch in
his local. Some of his leading shop stewards have come over
to join with the opposition slate. This shook up the local leadership to the extent that several days later, the three plant
committeemen came and asked the opposition caucus to accept
their membership. The caucus rejected them.
When a Reuther steward who had just joined was asked what
was going on, he replied, "They're all afraid. Afraid stiff that
they will not get elected again. They are afraid of the idea that
they will have to come back on the lines or work on these mar
chines, because the workers are against them. They know this
because they have had feelers out among the workers for months.
"Frankly, he continued, "I am afraid myself. I worked on
the line for several weeks last year and I nearly died. I couldn't
turn over in bed. I don't have very much seniority, so if I lose
my position on the Executive Board, and my Chief Steward job,
I'm finished. I can't possibly see how workers can keep Up with
the pace of the line, and with those machines—and I am a young
man, considering the age limits in this plant."
NO ONE SPEAKS OF UNION PRINCIPLES
When he finished, a worker started to sing quietly, "Nobody
but me, O Lord, no one but me." After some laughter, this worker
said, "These unions have gone to hell. I haven't heard one leader
speak of union principles. No programs; no promise of fighting
the companies on speed-up; nothing but 'I-want-to-hold on to my
position-so-elect-me'. It has got to the point where the leaders
can't make a promise to production workers because all previous
promises were lies. I am doing my best to defeat them." He turned
to the steward and added, "I'm glad you're willing to work in
this caucus, tout you are no better than I am, and I'm going to
try my best to defeat you, too." The next week this steward
rejoined the Reuther caucus.
As every worker knows today, Reuther will talk on anything
but problems that workers face in production. At the time
the AFL-CIO Executive Council met during the last week of
February in Miami, I was amazed and shocked not to read a
word reporting that they had taken up the NAACP charges by
Herby Hill against the. AFL-CIO.
Instead of talking about the charges of discriminatory practices against the Negro with the unions, Reuther talked about
organizing the unorganized. This is a joke, because this is his
pet project which he has played with for years. And at this
meeting he made what he meant a little clearer: the white collar
workers and technicians. This "drive" is to begin on-the West
Coast, mainly California, and wind up in New York, in all
probability.
REUTHER VS. WORKERS
The other thing he talked about was profit-sharing. This is
of the least concern to workers. In fact, it is the last thing you
will hear a worker talk about. When Reuther talks about it, it
is never before a working class audience, but the Detroit Economic Club of management and industrialists.
Workers yell about 30 hours work for 40 hours pay, and as
bad as AFL President George Meany is, he will make a statement
now and then that he is for a 35 hour work week for 40 hours
pay. Not Reuther. On this question all he says is that he is for
a flexible wprk week. When management says that they have
enough work'for a 39 hour week, the workers should be paid
for 40 hours, whether this is the situation for three weeks or
three months. But when managements says that they have enough
work for a 40 hour week, then the workers must go back to their
40 hour schedule with 40 hours pay.
I have just finished reading an article from Time Magazine
about the Executive Council Meeting in Miami. They report that
it was held at the Americana Hotel, one of the plushest places
in America. When they asked David Dubinsky, president of the
Garment Workers Union, why he and his fellow AFL-CIO leaders
felt they were entitled to luxuriate at the Americana, he said,
"I want what the rich man has. That is why I am in the labor
movement." /
I think this statement should make clear to every worker
the prime objective of every labor leader. There is not the least
concern about workers and their conditions of work. The leaders
are looking to get rich, and I have known since I was a child
what the rich men think of the poor.

ON THE INSIDE
Why N o t A New International?
(Two Worlds, Page 5)
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DeGaulle Workers' Power
(Note: Although the French miners' strike has ended since the article below
was written, it is printed without any changes because the situation it describes
is still true. Some two million French workers, in open defiance of the government, were poised for the decisive challenge of a general strike. They showed the
Kennedys and Macmillans how to say ^'No!" to De Gaulle whom they brought down
to size. The miners' strike has ended, but the underlying labor unrest continues.)

Lap in Combat, Paris
"Well, whatever has happened to me?"

Editorial
President Kennedy Juggles Taxes
As the Unemployed Army Grows
Once again the rate of unemployment has grown. The army of
unemployed now make up 6.1 per cent of the labor force.
The president of the United States, or rather his speech writers,
were, therefore, ready to sound the alarm:, "This nation faces a
decade of chronic trouble and recession characterized by the economic waste and the human tragedy of unemployment . . ."
CHANGING THE TEXT
That is the way the prepared text of the President's speech
read. By the time, however, Mr. Kennedy got to deliver it at a politicians banquet in Chicago held on Sunday, March 24, the man who
is famous for being cool as a cucumber softpedaled the prediction
of a recession that would rival the Depression of the 1930's. Instead,
the spoken words told us said that the country faced "serious problems" because of "the tide of manpower which is going to be hitting our labor market in the next five years." All this, said the
President, could be avoided if only Congress passed his proposed
$10 billion tax cut.
AND ANOTHER SWITCH
This figure necessitates our return to another switch the
President made in another address, this time the one he delivered to the American Bankers Association at the beginning of the
month. There he let it be known that, while he is for the $10 billion "package" (made up of the $13 billion tax cut which, however,
is to mean an outlay of $10 billion since tax reforms would bring
in $3 billion), nevertheless: "I quite agree that what we need is
the tax-cut bill this year and nothing should stay in its way." If
"nothing" is to stand in its way, this means, as the capitalist press
jubilantly exclaimed, that the President is willing to junk "tax
reforms," even the "unconscionable profits" from oil depletion.
WHO GETS THE BREAKS?
The Harvard man in the White House admitted that "if the
low-income man looks at the dollar amount of his cut, he will decide that the rich are getting all the breaks . . ." But, being an expert at calling for others to make sacrifices, Mr. Kennedy states
that "economic growth must not be endangered by squabbles over
who is going to get what"—-the worker his $5 and the capitalist
his millions!
One theme the President had not changed—neither at the
bankers' meeting nor" at the politicians' banquet—for that theme
is part of his very organism as John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the rich
man; John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the President; and John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, the representative of the ruling capitalist class. That
theme is that the workers must not ask for a raise in wages. That
theme is that the workers must not demand a 35-hour workweek
despite the fact that labor productivity, as he himself noted, had
risen 20 per cent with nearly a million fewer production workers!
That theme is that workers must not battle Automation with any
demand for continued employment for that would be "feather
bedding."
, ^
ECONOMIC GROWTH—OF PROFITS!
All the struggles of workers against unemployment, low
wages, and inhuman speed-up caused by Automation, Mr. Kennedy
branded as "negative solution." The "positive solution, he claimed,
would be economic growth which would supposedly "create more
(Continued on page 4)

The spreading strikes, which
have won the sympathy and
support of the vast majority of
the French people, are involving hundreds of thousands of
steel workers, and postal workers, and white collar workers,
and, of course the 200,000 coal
miners who launched this new
resistance movement when they
left the nationalized coal pits in
Northern France a month ago.
A RESOUNDING 'NO'
When the miners first struck,
De Gaulle thought he could
treat them with the~same contemptuous stubbornness which
recently won him his cheap
diplomatic victory over Kennedy and Macmillan on the
question of British) entry into
the Common Market. He ordered the striking miners drafted
and threatened to fire or jail
them if they didn't go back to
work.
But the miners weren't playing
diplomatic games. They were demanding an 11 per cent wage
raise, a 40-hour week, and four
weeks of paid vacation. They
I g n o r e d his strike-breaking
order. Not only couldn't he enforce it, but his Interior Minister
was forced to warn the government that 400,000 riot police
would be needed to get the 200000 miners back to work, that is,
civil war.
As the miners' strike continued through March, hundreds of
thousands of iron, steel, natural
gas, utilities and railroad Workers, in what is called the nationalized sector of the French
economy, went out on a continuing series of sympathy
strikes, stoppages, and demonstrations in support of the miners. In the course of these
strikes they began to raise their
own demands as well.
NEW VITALITY
This was felt particularly in
Paris, where De Gaulle had only
to look out of his window to see
what was happening. Not only
did the sympathy strikes and
demonstrations cause monumental traffic jams, but all kinds of
offices and businesses had to
close down for lack of power.
While the radio and newspaper
commentators here and abroad
were talking about the paralysis
that was beginning to grip Paris
and France because of the massiv.e strike movement, the reverse is true: there is today, in
France, among the masses, a
greater sense of vitality and
purpose than was felt even during last year's great demonstrations against the Algerian war
and the fascist threat of the
Secret Army assassins.
Finally, the same De Gaulle
who had angrily ordered the
miners back to work at the beginning of March, once again
had to back down in face of the
mass movement. He agreed to
negotiate with the miners. On
March 23rd and 24th, government negotiators met with miners' Union representatives who,
by now, had become spokesmen
for all of the workers in the
(Continued on Page 8)
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Worker Discontent Looms Large In Coming Italian

Elections

Turin, Italy—In Italy there parties, and would readily ac"left hand" isn't good enough.
What are the reasons for all
2) The industrial development
are eight parlies; starting from cept their votes if this would
At the moment though their this? Well, a t the surface, the in the South won't change things
the left wing' ones, they are: only bring the centre-left govimportance even in this sense first reason is that the P.C.I, very much, although it may mean
P a r t i t a Commnnista Italiano ernment down. Its leaders such
is diminishing, because the has become a bureaucratic or- less ignorance, less misery and
(P.C.I.) ( I t a l i a n Communist as Scelba or Tambroni are
Italian capitalists, specially ganization like all other middle more class conscience, because
Party); Partito Socialista Itali- famous for their anti-workers
now after the centre left, have class parties, and in so doing it the capitalists aren't going to
ano (P.S.I.) (Italian Socialist policy.
all to gain from a quiet social- has drifted farther and farther repeat the. same error they did
Party); Partito Social DemoTogether with, the Liberals democratic government, and away from the working class. 50 years ago, but will proceed
ratico Italiano (P.S.D.I.) (Mai- jthey are directly connected with nothing from a new explosion
But from a general point of as slowly as possible.
ian Social Democratic Party); | certain conservative industrial of fascist violence.
view, the Communist Party and
3) Never had there been so
Partito Repubblicano Italiano | and commercial organizations,
the CGIL are an over structure much lack of faith amongst
On
the
left
of
the
D.C.
you
(P.R.I.) ( I t a l i a n Republican! and in particular with those of
of the capitalistic system, and
P a r t y ) ; Democrazia Cristiana j the small and middle sized cap-1 have the P.S-D.I. and the P.R.I., | so they can only be built on a the workers, never had these
the
real
"centre
left"
parties.
Albeen so sure that all rests in
(D.C.) (Christian Democracy);; italists (besides naturally many!
| capitalistic pattern. On a more
Partito Liberale Italiano (P.L.I.) i of the great landowners of cen- though numerically weak (to- I practical level this means that their own hands, that the nergether at last general elections
valgic points in the fight are
(Kalian Liberal Party); Partito i tral and southern Italy).
they didn't reach 2 million ; the P.C.I, leaders have succeed- inside the shops, where they
Democratico Italiano di Uriita j
The party is supported by
Monarchies (P.D.I.U.M.) (Italian j the Catholic church, with its votes), they have had in the ed in seizing their "slice of pow- are alone, because bureaucrats
Democratic Party of Monarchic • hundreds of thousands of nuns past, and have even more in the | er" (like the Nenni socialists) in and also the few revolutionUnity); Movimento Sociale Bali- j and priests, in a country whose present, an enormous import- the State industrial and commer- aries who are still fighting
an© (M.S.I.) (Italian Social Move-1 State Religion is Roman Cath- ance, both political and economi- cial organisms, but much more against capitalism and the
cal. 11 a 1 y's social-democratic in the national and regional ad- P.C.I., are all outside; never
ment) (Fascists).
olic. In Italy it isn't merely a power has its roots in the party ministrative - bureaucracy; and had the workers been so resoThe D.C.'s the strongest party joke to say that "many of the trade union (UIL-Unione Itali- obviously once the leaders get lute in their refusal of the
and yet probably the most dif- Italian peasants and their fam- ana del Lavoro: Italian Labour there, they find themselves on traditional working class orficult to analyse. It first appear- ilies vote' as the priest tells Union), which gathers a great the capitalists' side, and they ganizations. This is why a visnumber of workers, and appears like it.
ed as a purely Catholic party, them to".
ible increase of abstentions
At the last general election now to be the most powerful CONCLUSIONS
deeply connected with the Vatiand of blank votes is not only
can bureaucracy, but seemingly the P.L.I, was still one of the opponent of the social-communist
possible, but extremely probWhat
has
been
said
can
bring
defending no economic interests minor parties, although it had trade union (CGIL)-Confeder- us to the following conclusions: able at least in Turin.
(its leaders still say that the nearly always been in the pre- azione Generate Italiana del
4) A considerable increase of
1) The centre left government,
D.C. is an "inter-class" party). vious governments (generally Lavoro: Italian General Labour being supported by D.C, P.S.D.I., blank votes or abstentions, even
LEFT AND RIGHT
j formed by D.C, P.L.I., P.R.I. Cofederation).
if only in the industrial areas of
P.R.I, and, from outside the gov- the
North, may finally sign the
The D.C, however is now and P. S. D : I . ) . Basically, the
ernment,
by
P.S.I.,
and
(what
is
The UIL especially gained
badly divided in a left wing economical and political back- positions in these years at most important) being the ex- end of a long descent. The
and a right wing. The left group j ground of the P.L.I., is more or Fiat's, and has certainly be- pression of the present form workers, seeing that they are
not alone to think it in the same
(its main leaders are the CISL j less that of the D.C. right, with
reached by Italian capitalism in
trade union men) has actively j the difference' that the Liberals, come the "bosses' union" in its development towards State way, may start building their
Turin,
even
more
useful
for
having
no
ideological
ties,
openly
own organization, completely
fought for and supported the •
planning, will easily pass this
centre left government, although ,i speak in economic terms, with- the capitalists because it can exam and reappear even strong- democratic and absolutely without bureaucrats or leaders.
in the past the same men voted jj out covering everything with the uncover its "socialist" backfor the reactionary Tambroni Ii usual "political language" that ground. One may say that the er than before, after April 28.
P.S.D.I. embodies the interests
government (and for even worse j all other parties use.
There is not much to "fie said
of the modern Italian capitalones in the previous years) when I
ists. On the other hand they
the party's central committee j about the political meaning of
Monarchists and Fascists: they
are also supporters of the naordered so.
are the "armed hand" of the
tionalization of electricity and
The right wing group of the
Italian capitalists to be used
By Ethel Dunbar
of all other minor economic
D.C, is very near to the Lib- > against the workers in case the
measures,
and
naturally
of
erals and the other reactionary
State planification. In this
sense the social democrats are
the • true representatives of
How much worse can this in the same way that they
neo capitalism and also the
government
get to be? They follow their white leaders.
prophets of the centre left.
beat
and
cheat
the poor But the way I see things toBy Angela Terrano
In the last year or so the P.S.I,
working
people
out
of all day, the Northern white man is
has come nearer and nearer to
just- as bad as the Southern
the actual positions of Saragat the money they can for white ma"n toward the Negro
taxes—to
support
these
noand of his friends. Nenni still
people. Look at how the police
tries to defend certain aspects of good people who call them- and the leading whites in Dehis past revolutionary issues, but selves working to help make troit talk about the Negro who
practically he is being completely it a better and stronger govThe striking French coal wives fought on the picket lines swallowed up by the centre left ernment, to support the killed the white policeman. Yet
miners out since March 1, have I during the days of the "great" experiment. Only a few days ago need of this country. But there are so many white people
not only had the support of the \depression when they didn't Saragat was saying that Nenni instead of using it to help who are killing their own peoFrench working people in gen- jknow where their next meal was would never be accepted in the the government, they are ple ,and nobody says anything
bad about that.
eral but most important their Lcoming from and the bosses knew future government (which will
wives and mothers have been be- ]this and were not about to give certainly be a centre left one) going crazy over the money. A MESSED-UP WORLD
The people who work for the
in easily.
hind them all the way.
There is only one thing you
unless he abandons his neuVery often in a strike one of j One miner wrote News & Let- tralism in foreign policy, leav- govertiment have just about can say for sure, and that is
the things the bosses, company j ters back in 1955, that: "It was ing it understood that this was taken it over from the head that this is a messed-up world,
or state tries to do is to get the jthe Depression that started the also the only reason for leaving leaders and are trying to use anyway you look at it, between
all the money they can by put- the Negro and the white. There
women opposed to the strike j women taking the lead down them out.
some crazy white people and'
and where they do not actually j here in fighting the coal comAt the same time Social Demor ting their wives and children are
act as scabs they can succeed in j panies . . . At home the miners crats. Republicans and D.C. left on their pay-rolls. And the head some crazy Negro people, and if
would pour out their trouble men represent, as said before, leader just stays out of it, tax- things don't change in this
breaking the strike.
to their wives. The women start- the most powerful of Italian mod- ing people for all the money world pretty soon, the world will
"OUT OF THEIR KITCHEN"
In France they have a long ed to talk about their men's ern capitalists. This is the fun- possible to help support these be destroyed with all the hate.
way to go to attempt this. Not problems among themselves. damental reason why the centre no-good Congressmen. T h e y The hate that one country feels
only are the women behind their That's when they step out in left government is so sure to be seem to be trying to see who can toward another, and the desire
men but as Henry Giniger wrote front of the men . . . I remember formed again immediately after use the most money in the for one country to rule over all
to the New York Times (West- one . . . She was down at the the general elections of April treasury by running from one other people will soon blow up,
and no one will be left to tell
ern Edition) on March 13th: mine one day. The sheriff and 28.
place to another.
what has happened.
"With scarves on their heads to a bunch of yellow dogs were
Specially amidst the working
fend off the wind and rain that around. A big argument started class the lack, of confidence in TELL ON EACH OTHER
A few days ago I overheard
sweeps across the great northern . . . she took the sheriff's gun the traditional organizations
But we never get to know a man and boy talking. The man
plain, several hundred wives away from him and pistol-whip- and the actual hate towards about this until one of the white asked the boy, "Why do you
and mothers of miners gathered ped him . . ."
the leaders and the activists Congressmen get angry wifih a think white people are killing
in the social center of this small
The bosses may try to "divide of the left wing parties and Negro for trying to use as much each other so much now?"
mine community this afternoon and conquer" but they don't trade unions, the knowledge money as the whites do. That's
The boy said, "Because the
to demonstrate their solidarity often succeed — and when they that only the workers them- what happened last month When big shots are trying to nut the
with the miners.
don't they know they have a selves will decide of their own the white Congressmen got an- poor white people in a differ"They lustily applauded speak- force on their hands that they future in and outside the gry about how much money ent class from themselves, and
ers, including a white haired 72- must contend with.
shops, the countless experi- Congressman Powell was using; trying to treat these whites
year-old widow of a miner, who DREAMS OF GLORY
ences which have shown that and in return he told how much like Negroes. When a rich
urged them to 'stand fast- and A BIT SHAKY NOW
even lite most honest of their money they were responsible white man becomes a leader,
the poor white people have to
The 200 thousand s t r i k i n g comrades becomes a bureau- for taking out of the treasury.
remain united 'Roman Catholic
Powell said the Negro should risk their lives to save him
women, Socialist women and French coal miners repeated a crat and an enemy as soon as
lesson the world too often for- he sits in a Parliament chair; quit joining the NAACP because by surrounding him to take
Communist women.' . . ."
The women were "urged to gets. The real power lies not in all this will certainly cause a the leading Negroes have let the him from place to plaee.
get out of their kitchen and the ^H-Bomb — even though it great number of abstentions white man take it over and are These rich people teach their
doing nothing to help the Negro rich children that they are
spread the good word." Not only hangs like Damacles' sword over and of Wank votes.
people in their struggle for free- better than the poor people
•did they get out of their .kitchen civilization itself—-bjit with the
dom. But there are so many and teach them to hate them
but they too marched on Paris, workers at the point of produc- THE COMMUNIST PARTY
g a i n i n g world-wide attention, tion. The French miners have
The Italian Communist Party strange things happening these like they hate the Negro.
"The rich man's time is alagain showing their solidarity not dug coal for over 36 days was the second at the last gen- days that nobody knows just
with their men and bringing now. The strike has cost the eral elections, and has more or what to do. The white men think most at an end, because {hey
DeGaulle down a. few more pegs. Government an estimated 4 mil- less constantly increased its that everything should go their have been taking all the jobs
lion tons of coal production and votes from 1948 til now. Yet the way, no matter how wrong it and all the money from the
MINERS' WIVES IN U.S.
the
National Coal Board which situation is getting every day is; that Negroes should accept poor working white people and
American miners know that it
runs
the industry an estimated more critical both inside the what they say because they are the Negroes. They have to let
was the militancy of their wives
these people know that they
white.
party and outside.
who fought side by side and $80 million.
are somebody, too. The young
very often in front of them that
On a national scale the figBy now they have got (he ones don't have a chance to get
DeGaulle may continue to have
help gain them recognition of his dreams of Glory when this ares show that the P.C.I, has
leading Negroes to think the anywhere without a job or
their union in the coal fields strike is over, but the dreams now about 1,500,000 members
same way about their own money. All they want to do is
of West Virginia and Pennsyl- will be a mite bit shaky from against the 2,009,60« of only
people. They t h i n k that to live."
vania. The American miners' -BOW on.
two or three years ago.
Negroes should follow them

W a y of the World
All L e a d e r s Seem t h e S a m e

The Working Day
Wives of F r e n c h Coal Miners
Solidly. Behind T h e i r Men
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Labor Must Clean Its Own House
A Critical View

the loss of the union as an
alternative to desegregating
itself. It could be argued that
if the white union members
would rather lose their union
than desegregate it, then perhaps they deserve to lose it.
NALC, UNIONS -AND
NEGROES
x
A word about the NALC. We
don't see workers, either Negro
or white, actually flocking to
join it. We don't see union leaders giving it more than lipservice. What work the NALC
is doing is good, but it won't
succeed without greater support.
Qan it be that Negroes, so
many of whom are unemployed
to begin with, or are working
only part-time, or are working
in non-union jobs, don't feel the
allegiance to the trade union
movement that we think they
"ought" to feel? After all,
unions, segregated as they are,
sell-out as they are, Automationtrapped as they are, bureaucratized as they are, un-militant as
they are, uninterested in the
unemployed as they are, don't
really seem to hold much appeal to the Negroes.
Reader
Milwaukee

New Process Threatens
More Steel Automation

At the Homestead U.S. Steel
Mill ,there are now about 6,000
men, half of the 13,000 men
that used to be there four or
five years ago. Short work
weeks along with occasional
lay-offs for those working has
been a steady thing for over
a year. With the Automation
and speed-up going on in the
mills in the country, more steel
qan be produced now than can
be sold.
Over the past year a little
more than half of the steel
producing capacity has been
actually used. Now something
else in steel mill Automation
is coming up that is going to
hit harder than what has gone
on up to this point. It is the
continuous c a s t i n g process
that U.S. Steel is going to put
.,, into operation next year.
The way steel is now produced, molten, steel from a fur.'.nace is poured into ingot molds.
.The ingots are placed in pit furnaces, reheated and go on to be
rolled? into slabs. This process
takes many hours, involving
many men.

Management Gets Millions
—Workers Get Thrown Out

*

Although I am not a worker, I would like to comment
on the "Labor Must Clean
Its Own House" articles.
Your title is good as a slogan, but it is vague. Who
do you mean by* "Labor'?
Certainly not the leadership, which as you point out,
even in the most "liberal"
quarters has done nothing,
or even worse, has throw/i the unions and put the workers
confusion into the discrimi- at the mercy of the employers. And An Answer
But on the other hand, the
nation situation by pretendunion would have to choose
ing it doesn't exist.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—You can
go to any steel mill in the
Pittsburgh area and see idle
furnaces, furnaces that used
to be going full blast. All of
those idle furnaces means
that thousands of workers
are out of jobs. It is going
to get worse.

ON THE LINE

Detroit, Mich—In everything that is important to
the workers in auto, the union has either stood still or
gone backwards. In everything that is important to the
companies and stockholders, the auto corporations have
moved ahead in high gear.

No Answer
In Present
Conditions

That leaves the rank and file.
But the troubles here are two:
1) The rank and file is held
down by the labor bureaucracy's
political machine, and even if
they weren't, I don't see much
support among white workers
for an anti-discrimination campaign, while Negro workers are
usually in a minority.
2) Some of the worst unions
are discriminatory because their
rank and file members, all
white, wish to be that way, as
in the skilled trades, building
trades, etc. It does no good to
apply the slogan "Let Labor
Clean Its Own House" to them,
for they are bigots to begin
with.
POSES TWO WAYS
The alternatives are for the
union movement at a national
level to discipline their constituent unions, but again this
would involve the national leadership; or else some force outside the unions must enter in
to bar discrimination. Hill says
the government should do it.
To a union-loyal worker, this
seems , detestable and playing
into the hands of the^ bosses.
And so it is. It would destrov
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In the continuous casting
process, a furnace is placed over
a slim, water-cooled mold. Molten steel steadily poured into
the mold hardens as it makes
its way down through the mold,
and comes out of the bottom
where it is cooled some more
and chopped into easily handled
slabs. A continuous ribbon of
uniform quality steel results.A
whole furnace can be poured in
less than an hour—and the job
can be almost completely automated, requiring no manpower.

Workers Can
Put Jim Crow
In Back Seat

It is shocking to read the expression that prejudiced white
workers "deserve to lose it," that
is to say, the union. No Negro
worker that I know feels that
way. He is fighting against discrimination in order not only to
better his conditions but that of
all labor, whites included.
As bad as the CIO is now,
it did know how to fight for
all of labor when it first began.
Does "Reader" think that at
that time all white workers were
unprejudiced? The unity of black
and white was brought about by
the need to organize in order
to fight management. That is why
"the psychology of Jim-Crowism"
was forced to take a back seat.
We can do so again, but not
by playing into the hands of
government committees.
A re-reading of our first series
of articles around th'e slogan
"Labor Must Clean Its Own
House" will show that we hold
no brief for the labor bureaucracy. Nor is it a question of our
t e l l i n g workers what they
"ought" to feel. We invite all
rank and file workers to say exactly how they propose labor's
house to be cleaned. Our columns
remain open.
Charles Denby
Editor
Postal Workers
Cannot Strike
I would like to write something in the near future on
the problem of the U.S. postal carrier and his problems
in regard to the samples he
must d e l i v e r . Substitute
workers are often called in
on this and work overtime
at straight-time pay, but, of
course, they cannot strike
against the government. With
the Kennedy administration
in power, it appears that it
does nobody any good to
strike.
Concerned
California

Reports from Germany, where
the process has been used far
the past year, -say the steel
companies there save up to $10
a ton on steel production costs.
With this added money-making aspect thrown in, the profit
hungry steel companies are sure
to eat it up. What it means to
the workers is that many'more go Out on strike in protest to
thousands will be thrown out these practices, all the company
would have to do is shift the
in the street.
work done in our mill into any
The way things are right now one of a dozen they have across
ih the mills, the hands 6f the the country and in this valley.
workers arc pretty much tied. It would be a lost cause before
They are angry about the speed- it began—and the men know
up and the lack of job security, it.
and want to see something done
Knowing it doesn't make
about this more than anything
them
any less angry. They are
else.
fed up; they are looking to see
WORKERS FRUSTRATED
what MacDonald. president of
There are plenty of things the j the steelworkers union, is going
company gets away with every; to do now that contract time
day that the men wouldn't have Iis rolling around again. Most of
,pu,t,up, with five years ago.; But them, have the fueling that Macthey know that if they should' Donald* will do nothing.

Nothing shows this more clearl y than Automation, which has
brought the greatest challenge to
our life and times: lay-offs and
permanent unemployment for
lack of work, while at the same
time there is the scheduling of
Philadelphia, Pa.—In De- fantastic overtime because there
cember 1961, the Philco is too much work for the ones
Corporation of Philadelphia left to do it all in an eight-hour
was added to the Ford ecc>- day.
The problem of feast or fanomic empire. A new broom
sweeps clean. The first six mine is still with the workers,
there is a steadily growmonths of Ford ownership and
number who are on the
meant administrative shake- ing
famine end. At the same time,
up and reorganization for the companies report record
Philco, a maker of TVs, ra- profits for the stockholders and
dios, and other electronic record bonuses for the bosses
equipment. Ford time study and other management big
men came in. Many super- shots.
visors and other salaried Management is doing its job of
workers were fired. Only a making the profits for themand stockholders, ho matfew had pensions. Some selves
ter how much it harms the workwere later rehired.
ers, no matter if it completely
By the summer of 1962 Ford destroys the livelihood of the
was finally ready for the work- workers and their families, Autoers. The assembly lines, which mation means greater profits for
had run at about 75 units per the companies, and they showed
hour under the old manage- that was the only thing that
ment, were gradually brought mattered to them. So they inup to about 90. Tension for stalled it. "
the workers on the belts be- WHAT WORKERS WANT
gan to grow.
Now the union. It is supposed
In the early fall at the main
Philco plant in Philadelphia, to fight for what is important to
where the workers belong to the workers. The workers are
Local 101, IUE, a sudden speed- concerned about job security, are
up on a belt brought an angry against the inhuman speed-up
woman shop steward to the that Automation has brought,
bosses. They refused to drop the against unsafe conditions and the
speed back. A walkout was then bullying tactics that management
called. It ended a few days later constantly uses to try to intimi-,
with the workers' wishes largely date them.
unsatisfied. The union leaders
In every one of these areas,
had not been too confident about the union hasn't just stood still
the outcome, for when Ford took ! while management was moving
over Philco, Local 101 had asked j ahead, it has gone backwards.
Walter Reuther's UAW what j While the tremendous change
Ford is like to deal with. The i that Automation has made in the
UAW advice was to go easy at liv^es of auto workers affects
first; don't ask for much; don't every aspect of their being, there
fight back; don't push Ford.
is nothing in the contract which
The results of that first walk-: protects workers by providing
out against Ford management? changes or classification that go
Lost: one battle against the ter- along with Automation. Old clasror of the machine.
sifications are wiped out comLAYOFF HITS
pletely and new ones created—
But as the saying goes, the and the company has its pick of
workers "ain't seen nothin' yet." the workers to do the jobs.
The first blade of the ax struck - But the company does look
a few weeks before Christmas, out for itself in the con1962. Two-thousand w o r k e r s tract concerning Automation
were laid off. There wasn't a changes. It has the right to
union-member in the plant with re-time a job, which meansless than 16 years seniority. To more speed-up, when any
the credit of Local 101, it might change is made. Not only is
be said that few workers take there no job security, there is
overtime. Most—led by the shop no limit on how much work
stewards—know that someone the company can demand from
will be put out of a job by others workers—all is not enough.
taking overtime.
It just seems like there are
The first week of January, no plans to take care of a situathis year, the second blade tion like this. But we have some
struck. Twenty-five percent of great planners in the UAW,
the labor was removed from |teuther and his executive comeach operation on the belt and mittee will tell anyone this who
the belts were drastically sped dares to doubt it. And yet the
up for good measure. Fewer problems of Automation, overmen doing more work in less time with so many workers untime. There was more and employed and many mora critical
more tension among the men questions go unsolved-—because
on the belts.
the planners have no plan.
TENSION MOUNTS
As I write this (mid-March)
the speed of the belts is about
Whoever said that the rich
155 units an hour, and is soon would get richer and the
to go to 165. The tension is so poor poorer was certainly
great that, as one worker said, right. We must be more than
"You can't even take your hand
100 years behind science, beoff the belt. You have to be like cause while everything is
a machine."
still moving ahead for a betThe King—as the Philco work- ter way to live and support
ers refer to Henry Ford and the the people's nee'ds, the rich
industrial mammoth controlled man always thinks of no one
by his grandsons—may well be but himself and how to make
all-powerful and unbeatable as more money. And it is that
the word has it at Philco. If that's rich man who determines
so, then the Workers—all mid- what is done in this cpun,dle-aged men and women—have try.
little hope of improving their
E. ».
working conditions or standards
Detroit
of living.
—Aaron Margulis

Ford Goes to
Philadelphia

